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The next installment in New York Times bestselling author Mari Carr’s sizzling Big Easy series. Full
Position Though Bella Carper has crushed on Justin and Ned since her first day on the job, she's smart
enough to know a ménage with her hot bosses is probably number one on the list of workplace no-nos. But a
frigid genius wouldn't say no to their exceptionally tempting offer -- a no-holds-barred night of wicked
fantasies at a local sex club. Justin and Ned believe in propriety in the workplace, but falling for their sexy
graphic artist has blurred the line between professional and personal. These Big Easy men might surprise
their small-town girl with their bedroom habits. But the biggest shock could come the morning after...when
Bella discovers what they really want. Rough Draft Bestselling crime novelist Jett Lewis is stumbling over a
wicked case of writer’s block, his fast-flowing words having run dry. His publisher’s screaming “deadline”,
the fans are ready to riot, and Jett just wants to disappear. His friend Carissa suggests he get away, clear his
head…get laid. And she has just the ticket. Literally. Two passes to Eden, an exclusive island paradise.
Recently sans girlfriend, Jett convinces Carissa to go with him, and the resort is more than either of them
bargained for—especially when the simple beach trip turns to murder. Thrust into a plot sinister enough to
rival Jett’s books, the couple embarks on a search for the killer. The most shocking revelation of all might be
their mutual attraction…and how much Jett and Carissa love working undercover.
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From reader reviews:

Aubrey Smith:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? E-book is very important thing
for us to understand everything in the world. Each book has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that
reserve has different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. These are
reading whatever they have because their hobby is reading a book. How about the person who don't like
reading a book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book once they found difficult problem or perhaps
exercise. Well, probably you will want this Big Easy Nights.

Melissa Sands:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be up-date about what going on or info even
knowledge to make these individuals keep up with the era that is always change and progress. Some of you
maybe can update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems coming
to you actually is you don't know which you should start with. This Big Easy Nights is our recommendation
to make you keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and want in this era.

Jose Garcia:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also become a life style. This reading routine
give you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge your information inside the
book in which improve your knowledge and information. The details you get based on what kind of book
you read, if you want attract knowledge just go with education books but if you want really feel happy read
one with theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. Typically the Big Easy Nights is kind of book
which is giving the reader erratic experience.

Kimberly Moore:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the subject Big Easy Nights
suitable to you? Typically the book was written by well known writer in this era. The book untitled Big Easy
Nightsis the main one of several books in which everyone read now. This particular book was inspired many
people in the world. When you read this publication you will enter the new dimension that you ever know
just before. The author explained their plan in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to know the
core of this reserve. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. So you can see the
represented of the world with this book.
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